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Generative Design: Back to Basics
Robert Savage
IMAGINiT Technologies

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn about Generative Design in Fusion 360
Learn about setting up your criteria
Learn about picking the result
Learn about downloading and using the file

Description
This class will be an introduction to Generative Design in Fusion 360 software for people who
are just getting started with the tool. Generative Design in Fusion 360 is a set of tools that
enables you to set the criteria for the part that you want to design by setting up connection,
boundaries, materials, and loads to say how you want it to react. You then upload the
information to the server, and it will return results and options for how the part can look, weigh,
and react to the loads applied. When you find one that works for you, you can download it and
modify it or use it in an assembly. So, let’s go back to the basics and start using Generative
Design in Fusion 360.

Speaker(s)
Robert Savage is a Senior Education Specialist at IMAGINiT Technologies. He is a 30-year
design veteran who has designed everything from molds and molded parts to robots. At
Remotec, a division of Northrop Grumman Corporation, he spent 5 years as a lead designer in
the research and development group, as well as CAD and Vault Administrator. He is an
Autodesk Certified Instructor and a Certified Inventor Professional. He has used Inventor
software since its inception, as well as being well-versed in a variety of other design software.
He has 20 years of experience teaching 3D design software, including AutoCAD Electrical,
Product Design Suite Ultimate software, Factory Design Suite Ultimate software, Simulation
Moldflow software, Fusion 360, Nastran In-CAD and Vault Professional software.
Email: rsavage@rand.com
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What is Generative Design in Fusion 360
Generative Design mimics nature’s evolutionary approach to design. Designers or engineers
input design goals into generative software, along with parameters such as materials,
manufacturing methods, and cost constraints. Unlike topology optimization, the software
explores all the possible permutations of a solution, quickly generating design alternatives. It
tests and learns from each iteration to ascertain what works and what doesn’t. Generative
Product Design breaks down into four components: the function of the part, materials used, the
manufacturing process, and how it needs to perform.
The function of the part is a combination of loads and forces that are applied and known
physical constraints that restrict the space and mounting points. In traditional design methods,
you take the information you know and mix that with traditional shapes to develop a couple of
concepts then you run an analysis on each iteration to look for the best performance. With
generative design, you build bodies that represent preserved areas, obstacles, and starting
shapes. You will apply loads and constraints to these bodies to help define the function of the
part.
The material that is used for the part design can vary and has a direct effect on the strength of
the part. In a traditional design setting, the material is not necessarily known until the part is
created. You start with a single material, then adjust based on the outcome of the analysis. With
generative design, you assign multiple materials so that you can optimize your design process.
The manufacturing process of the part is also not always known and can range from machined,
cast, fabricated, or printed. With traditional design, the manufacturing process is typically
determined by the design of the part. With generative design, you select from a list of options to
derive results based on the options selected.
At this point, you begin comparing the results to decide what is the best option to use.
Traditional design requires that you review the part design, the part analysis, and the
manufacturing options to decide which design fits your specific needs. Generative design allows
you to compare these options all in one place, then simply download the desired solution that
best fits your needs.

Manufacturing Process
In my introduction to generative design really comes in as really a four-part process. You have
your concept information. Your evaluation of that. Your validation. And then your production of
your file. Well, generative design mainly fits into three areas of this the concept. But evaluate
and the validate. But it also influences the produce. Because it helps us understand. Our part
based on how it's produced. So, the first thing I want to look at is how does Autodesk generative
design help the product development process? Or if you look at the product development
process. You've really got a couple of different stages here. You've got your concept stage,
which is where you go out and you look at the different options for how you can create your
information. Then you have kind of a gap until you get to the validation area. Because you don't
really have anything to fit in there. In the normal design process, before it goes to validate and
produce. Well, this is kind of the sweet spot for generative design. It helps me go in and start
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with the concept of information. And then evaluate. the different options that I get. For things like
cost and for manufacture ability. It combines that information for a validated part that I can
produce. So, what I end up with is a part that functions the way I want it to. Now generative
design allows us to look at multiple options for how something is potentially made.

Standard Manufacturing Process

Engineering Outcomes
The ultimate goal for any engineering activity is to strike the right balance between performance
and cost to produce for a given design challenge or market opportunity.
Engineers are limited in the time and energy they can spend on any design problem to fully
explore the options that encompass the design space.
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Performance Cost Curve

We've got quite a few different variations of options that we can use in here. Alright. And from
that we go through, and we look for what is. One of our better options or our best option. OK, so
with that we're going in and looking at different variations and coming in and validating our
information. As far as what we want to make. So as an engineer. The goal is typically to strike
the right balance between performance and cost to produce of a part. But engineering is limited
on Tom and the energy. They can only spend so much time working on product exploration.
What with generative design, there's always multiple options. In most of the time you're looking
at the low-cost option. Or the high-cost high performance.
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Defining and Using the Criteria
Setting up the criteria is a five-step process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step one defines your bodies
Step two applies your controls
Step three defines your materials
Step four set up your objectives in
Step five configures your manufacturing options

Define Your Bodies
There are three parts to defining the bodies, the first is setting up your preserves these are
areas that I want to make sure are maintained in my analysis criteria. Next is my obstacles
these are areas that I want to make sure the material is not added to, and the last is what's
considered to be my starting objects these are based off of if I have the concept of an original
variation of this and what I want to do is either refine or modify that information.

Preserves and Obstacles

Setup Tips: Defining Bodies
Use Edit tools to help define Obstacles, this allows you to add bodies without making
new bodies in the part model. This launches a new set of tabs “Edit Model Solid” and
“Edit Model Surface”. Connector Obstacles (Bolt) in the Edit Model Solid tab allows me
to define Bolted connection regions, when doing this you should make sure that you
make this long enough to verify that I can get a socket in to the area. In the same area
are tools to allow me to remove features like filets and Chamfers.
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There are also tools to Clone the Model in the edit mode so that you can keep the
original part, and Clone the Study incase I want to make multiple versions of the
Generative Design Study.

Edit Model Tabs.

Applying Controls
Applying controls fall into two sections and they are Loads and Constraints.

Loads
Loads are forces that are applied to the file to simulate natural and applied forces on the
part that you plan to make. They are designated by arrows that point in the load direction
yellow is Gravity (Natural) and blue is an Applied load or force.

Constraints
Constraints are applied to control the movement of the part in a loaded environment.
These are defined here by the lock icons to represent that they cannot move or are
locked in space. Movement can be allowed by releasing degrees of freedom in the
menu.

Loads and Constraints
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Defining Materials
Materials can be selected from the Study Material list, and you can select as many as you would
like some of the materials have a calculator symbol beside of them this designates that the
material contains the necessary information to look at methods and Costing.

Study Materials

Setting Objectives and Limits
Here we are defining what objectives we want to use to evaluate the part, and what are our
minimum limits for the evaluation. Examples of this are am I looking to reduce mass or
maximize stiffness, what is my minimum safety factor and others.
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Objectives and Limits

Configure the Manufacturing Options
This is where we define what manufacturing processes that we want evaluated in the analysis.
These options also allows me to set a piece count to calculate cost based off of the volume that
you are going to make.
• Unrestricted
• Additive Manufacturing
• Die Casting
• Milling (2 Axis, 2.5 Axis, 3 Axis, and 5 Axis)
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Manufacturing Options

Setup Tips: Setting Objectives
Use the Study Settings Tool to refine your part synthesis.
• Fine should be used for thin walls
• Coarse should be used for Basic Shapes
• Otherwise stay in the middle

Study Settings
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Setup Tips: Setting Objectives
Some additional tips to use while setting your objectives.
• Use the Local Preview to verify before you run the analysis
• Use Starting Shape to show or define a path
• Use existing generated designs as starting shapes to refine the results
• Manufacturing Operations
• Be aware of the orientation
• Additive only works in the +x, y, z
• Look at the Pre-Check Information
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My 10-Step Process
This is an example of a common design process used to develop and evaluate a design being
run through Generative Design software.
1. Identify the problem domain and gather information: Spend some time thinking about the
problem at hand and how it fits into the greater context of your operation. Ask yourself: How
does the new part(s) interact with the greater assembly? What kind of manufacturing,
assembly, or other practical considerations is present? Are there any dynamics at play (e.g.
moving parts, changing loads, etc.,)? What is my end goal - is it weight/material reduction,
performance enhancement, aesthetics, or some other metric improvement?
2. Create preserve geometry: Start with the existing base model, be it a single part or an
assembly. Create the interface geometry (e.g. bolt bosses, flanges, etc.,) as new bodies to be
used by the generative process. Be sure to include any needed extra grind/machine stock, fluid
containment walls, or other "oddball" preserves.
3. Create obstacle geometry: Again, working with the base model, create any obstacle
geometry needed. This might include fasteners (nuts, bolts, screws, pins, etc.,). It also might
include more complicated geometry like swept solids (e.g. the path a toggle clamp makes as it
swings into position). Be sure to include any needed tool clearances (wrench or ratchet). One
"gotcha" to keep in mind: people often create obstacles that are too short - make sure your
obstacles clear the envelope of the problem setup.
4. Set up your boundary conditions: Specify the constraints, loads, manufacturing details, and
materials into the system. Be sure to build your load cases based on any dynamic motions that
may be involved (for example, a part of a car suspension may experience braking, acceleration,
turning, or stasis).
5. Run your studies: At this point, run your various studies. Pay attention to early results to
ensure that you're getting expected kinds of results. You'll notice fairly early on if an obstacle is
too short or you forgot some specific detail.
6. Examine your results: As your results are delivered, use the tools available to determine
which solutions are worth further investigation. This may be a combination of using scatter
plots, visually comparing possible solution results, or inspecting the model stress visualizations.
7. Compare results to initial expectations: Circle back to step one and validate what results
were generated against what you expected or desired. You may discover that a result didn't
quite make it to the end and needs to be pushed through as a starting shape to further refine it.
Maybe you have an intriguing result that would make a great starting shape for a secondary
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study. Perhaps you've identified some results that you would like to validate with an additional
FEA package.
8. Integrate back into the base: Once you've generated a result that you're satisfied with,
export it as a BRep/TSpline and place it back into the base model to inspect the context again.
Begin thinking about next steps with regards to CAM, 3D printing, CAE validation, etc. Add in
required features like machining operations or modify the TSpline as needed to achieve your
contextual requirements.
9. Take next steps: Take your final model out to CAM, CAE, 3D printing software, or whatever
the next stage is for your design.
10. Rinse and repeat: Continue working through this process iteratively to further refine your
designs.
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Picking the Results
The results are based on several points including Material, Safety Factor, Mass…

Examine your Results
As your results complete, use the tools available to determine which solutions are worth further
investigation. This may be a matter of using the scatter plots, visually comparing results, or
inspecting the model stress visualizations.

Compare results to initial expectations
Once your results are in, loop back to step one and validate what was generated against what
you expected/desired.
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Results
The display of the results can be adjusted between Thumbnail, Properties, Scatter Plot, and
Table all of which can be sorted using the dropdown menu at the top of the window.

Thumbnail View

Thumbnail View
The Thumbnail View contains a sort drop down list at the top, selection boxes on each view,
and outcome cards or previews of selected options.
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Properties View

Properties View
The Properties Thumbnail View contains a sort drop down list at the top, selection boxes on
each view, and outcome properties and outcome cards.
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Scatter Plot View

Scatter Plot View
The Scatter Plot View contains a sort drop down list at the top and bottom, symbols list,
properties pane, dots, and outcome cards.
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Table View

Table View
The Table View contains column header, outcome image, rows, and outcome cards.

Sorting Options

Sorting Options
This allows me to sort the results based off of different criteria.
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Results Tips
•
•
•
•

Use Filters and sorts to refine the results
Look at the Cost Data in the results
Use Tagging and Filtering to refine results
Review the Iterations
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Downloading and Using the Results
Once you've generated a result that you're satisfied with, export it as a BRep/TSpline and place
it back into the base model to inspect the context again. Begin thinking about next steps with
regards to CAM, 3D printing, CAE validation, etc. Add in required features like machining
operations or modify the TSpline as needed to achieve your contextual requirements.

Export Tools

Solids Option
This will create a solid file that can be modified and used in an assembly.

Mesh Option
This will create a mesh file that can be modified and use to create a 3D Print.
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My Selection

Modify and use the file in an Assembly
Now that you have your part downloaded let’s see what we can do with them.

Modify the Part
Once you've generated a result that you're satisfied with, export it as a BRep/TSpline and place
it back into the base model to inspect the context again. Begin thinking about next steps with
regards to CAM, 3D printing, CAE validation, etc. Add in required features like machining
operations or modify the TSpline as needed to achieve your contextual requirements.

Use in an Assembly
Since this comes in as a solid you can constrain this to other parts.
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File Tips
•
•
•
•
•

Always export as a Solid, you can convert that to a mesh.
If the file is not even Trim and use Symmetry on an exported file
Modify the Solid
Adjust the Results
Use Simulation Tools to Verify

Finished Selection
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Conclusion
[Helpful hint: Create a heading for each learning objective.]
•

The ultimate goal for any engineering activity is to strike the right balance between
performance and cost to produce for a given design challenge or market opportunity.

•

Generative design allows us to create the best version of the part.

Export Tools
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